MoMo the Clown & Co. Package Pricing List

Bringing Miles of Smiles to Children of All Ages!
We have over 20 years of experience in the
entertainment industry and are dedicated to the
business of family fun!
Voted #4 in the Best of 2015 Thumbtack Party
Entertainers in Chicago

We come out in Clown Costuming,
or Brightly Colored Fun Dress,
The Choice is Yours!
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Professional Balloon Artistry
$125 Per Hour – We can provide up to 30 Multi Balloon Sculptures in an
hour or 45 Simple Balloon Sculptures in an hour
Add a great TWIST to your event with a balloon artist!
Don’t just settle for a one balloon sword or one balloon dog, our Balloon artisans create
a variety of balloons that are sure to please everyone! You choose the color! You
choose the design! We have full color menus for your guests to choose from or they can
ask us to surprise them with a one of a kind balloon creation!
Our twisters are not only full of hot air - they are seasoned performers and entertainers.
MoMo the Clown & Co. has over 20 years of family
entertainment experience, and all of our professionals
stay up to date with the latest trends, characters and
teams. We also strive to continually educate
ourselves in our field, so every party is fresh and new!
We offer:







Huggables (Toddler Type balloons that the
preschoolers can hug and carry around)
Stuffins (Balloons within balloons)
Headbandz (Balloons mounted on Headbands to
wear)
Hats – Crazy, silly and one of kind interactive
action hats that kids love!
Bracelets – Wear your favorite hero, cartoon,
princess or design on your wrist!
Mini Me’s – Make a mini balloon statue of yourself or your favorite superhero or
princess character

When deciding how much time you need, please allow a minimum of 1-2 minutes per
guest for simple balloons, 2-3 minutes for multi balloon designs and 5-10 minutes for
more complex designs (such as wearable balloon sculptures, life sized designs and mini
me sculptures). The more time the artist has, the more elaborate the design can be! We
guarantee balloon sculpting and entertaining like you have never seen before!
Birthday packages include a premium one of a kind piece for the birthday boy or girl!
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Face Painting
$125 Per Hour (We can accommodate up to 20 guests per hour with
Deluxe & Premium Level Designs (Over 100 Choices Available and
Includes Cheek Art, Quarter Face, Half Face and Full Face Designs)

What do you want to be?
You’re limited to your imagination... or ours!
Transform your group or event into something magical and oh, so much fun! Don’t settle
for ordinary - get extraordinary!
Our artists specialize in full face
painting with all the extra
special touches: gems, glow in
the dark/UV paints, accent
glitter, glitter gels, fairie gilding
and much more.

Why our face painters?
Top of the line service with a
smile!
We are 100% committed to making your event a huge success. So, you can count on us
to impress your guests with great face paint art and our warm personalities.
Here are also a few additional reasons you’ll want to use our face painters:










We perform at all types of events and have the experience you are looking for
We offer quality, cleanliness and upkeep of our paints, brushes, sponges, and other tools
of the trade. Our professional artists use only water-based, hypoallergenic paint made
specifically for use on children's sensitive skin (and it washes off easily).
We also offer hybrid face paints, which are water resistant yet soap and water washable.
Artistically trained face painters (MoMo even teaches face painting at nationally
recognized conventions)
We specialize in full service entertainment, so we can provide you with all of your
entertainment needs!
Free quote with no obligation to book
Great with small children, kids, teens, and adults
Friendly, Professional and Courteous Entertainers
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The Silly MoMo Magic Show
$135 for a 40 minute show
Ready to give your child a magically fun birthday party that your guests will be
talking about for a long time?
Ready for a magician who will make your child a star on his or her special day?
Ready for a magic show that will entertain the parents as well as the kids?

If so, then you are ready for the MoMo Magic
Show!
I love doing shows for children's birthday parties. I do a silly, funny and totally
interactive show designed to interact with my audience. Magic
happens right before your child's eyes and even in their hands, for a
magical experience they will never forget.
Everyone at the show helps the magic to happen. Everyone laughs,
everyone participates, everyone says the silly magic words and
everyone at the show gets a special treat to take home with them. This
means all your guests feel great about the experience, and that means
you have thrown a party to remember.
Your child will laugh and say the magic words along with everyone else, but YOUR CHILD
IS THE STAR of the show! Your child will also be invited on stage for a magical
experience and everyone gets a magical treat that they helped create themselves!
The MoMo Magic Show is an interactive show designed to delight the kids and give the
parents some time to relax, because our show is designed to entertain both the children
and their parents. It also provides the parents with a great opportunity for photos of the
kids during the show, laughing and participating with their friends and family, while
having fun, being silly, using their imagination and honoring the birthday child .
Your child will be thrilled to be a magician for a day, and if requested, will receive a
personalized Jr. Magicians certificate for helping out MoMo on their special day.
The guest of honor will also receive a special gift as part of the performance and the
children will also get a treat that they make themselves.
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Airbrushed and Temporary Tattoos
$125 Per Hour or add on to another Package
for $75 Per Hour
Love the look of tattoos, but hate the permanent factor?
Try a temporary tattoo. From Basic Black to Vibrant Colors, we can ink you with your
favorite design, character or logo. Best of all, you can let them fade away naturally or
remove them at any time with rubbing alcohol or baby oil. All of our airbrushed
tattoos are waterproof and designed to stay on the skin for 7-10 days. We also offer
hybrid inks which can be sprayed on the face as well as the body and are water
resistant, yet soap and water washable (ideal for hot summer days or water parks,
pool parties, etc.)
Choose from one of our many template designs or get a freehand, custom painted
original.
We can also customize tattoo choices based on your party theme. Just tell us what
your theme is and we will match it with our hundreds of tattoo choices. We are
continually updating our tattoo options to offer one of the largest selections in the
Chicago area.

MoMo the Clown/Chicago Face &
Body Art is proud to offer custom
airbrushed tattoo sleeves!

Each design is custom made to order! Go all tat black or add a
splash of color!

Start with a design base (skulls, roses, koi fish, etc.) and we will
design a custom airbrushed tattoo sleeve based on your design
choice. Designs can be done on arms, legs, shoulders, necks, or
anywhere from the chin down! Tattoos can be applied in around 10
minutes per guest and are available in hybrid (waterproof, yet soap
and water washable), water based (not waterproof, easily removed
with soap and water), or ink (lasts up to 7 days, removable with
rubbing alcohol or baby oil).
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Entertainment Packages
All Packages are based on a maximum number of guests within a certain time allotment.
Packages can be customized to include additional guests by increasing the time and rates.
Please contact MoMo if your guest number exceed s the maximum for a personalized quote!
Silly Magic Deluxe Party Pack (Approx. 1.5 Hrs.) $225
(best suited for ages 4 - 12) for other ages, please specify
30 Min. MoMo Silly Magic Show
50 Min. Balloon Sculptures for guests (Max. 20 guests)
5-10 Min. Cake-Cutting
(MoMo will gather the children and sing the birthday song and provide photo opportunities)

Combo Party Pack (Approx. 1.5 Hrs.) $200
45 Min. Deluxe Level Face Painting (Max 15 guests)
40 Min. Balloon Sculptures for guests (Max. 15 guests)
5-10 Min. Cake-Cutting
(MoMo will gather the children and sing the birthday song and provide photo opportunities)
Birthday child will receive a one of a kind balloon sculpture based on their favorite colors and
party theme

Wet N Wild Extravaganza - Perfect for Pool Parties (Approx. 1.5 Hrs.) $225
30 Min. MoMo Silly Magic Show
(best suited for ages 4 - 12) for other ages, please specify
60 Min. Hybrid, Water Resistant Face Painting (yet still soap and water washable) - Max 20 guests
or 60 Minutes of Glitter and Metal Tatz
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Awesome Entertainment Package (Approx. 2.5 Hrs.) $350
30 Min. MoMo Silly Magic Show
(best suited for ages 4 - 12) for other ages, please specify
60 Min. Premium Level Face Painting (Max 15 guests)
and one of the following choices:
Balloon Sculptures for guests (Max. 15 guests)
Interactive Songs and Music & March Parade (best suited for preschool aged children)
Storytelling with Balloons **
Parachute Play and Interactive Games**
Waterproof Glitter & Metal Tatz**
Airbrushed Body Art**
Finished up with:
5-10 Min. Cake-Cutting
(MoMo will gather the children and sing the birthday song and provide photo opportunities)
** The above options can be performed by an assistant clown concurrently while the balloon twisting is being done by
MoMo . This will shorten the total entertainment time to 1 Hr 30 min. Additional charges apply.

Fairy Godmother Princess Party Spectacular (Approx. 2.5 Hrs.) $350
60 Min. Premium Level Princess Face Painting with Gems, Fairy Dust & Glitter Gilding (Max 15 guests)
Princess Themed Balloon Twisting for attending princesses (Max. 15 guests)
Storytelling and Princess Play with Balloons**
Waterproof Princess Glitter Tattoos**
Finished up with:
5-10 Min. Cake-Cutting
(MoMo will gather the children and sing the birthday song and provide photo opportunities)
In addition to the above, the Birthday Princess gets the following Royal Treatments:
Oversized Princess Balloon Sculpture for the Birthday Princess
Custom, premade Gem Studded Birthday Tiara and Sceptre in the Birthday Princess’ favorite colors
** The above options can be performed by a Princess Character concurrently while the balloon twisting is being done by
MoMo as a Fairy Godmother ( Ariel, Aurora, Tinkerbell and Rapunzel are currently available) . This will shorten the total
entertainment time to 1 Hr 30 min. Additional charges apply.
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Toddler Time – Great for Toddlers and Preschoolers (Approximately 1.5 Hrs) $200
25 Minute Magic Show with Puppets
Interactive Songs and Music & March Parade (Max 12 children)
Bubble Play & Games
Parachute Games with balloons
Add on Balloon Twisting with Kiddie Huggables Designs for an additional hour for an additional
$130.
Huggables are balloon designs using specialty bodies that are ideal for smaller children. (We still recommend that any
child under the age of 4 be under adult supervision when given balloons.)
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